Parent Resources Checkout Inventory

MATH:

- Instant Math Library Games (ages 6+)
  - Pick a Pair (place value game)
  - What's Hiding (geometry game)
  - Tic Toc (time game)
  - All Shook Up (subtraction game)
  - Shop Til You Drop (money game)
  - Jungle Jumble (addition game)
  - Treetop Treat (fractions game)
  - How Long Is It? (measurement game)

- Problem Solving Card Bank (100 word problem cards cover patterns, place value, operations, time and more! Ages 7+)

- Dry Erase Easel Board with markers and eraser

- Apples to Apples Family (the game of hilarious comparisons! Ages 8+)

- Listen and Learn (phonics activity program ages 5+)

- Math I Have.. Who Has..? (Grades 1-5)

- How Did You Solve It? (Grades 3-5)

- I Have... Who has...? Mental Math Card game (grades 1-2)

- Flash Cards (division)

- Spider-Man Flash Cards (multiplication)

- We Make Learning Fun! School Zone Flash Cards (multiplication)

- Money Match Me Cards (ages 6+)

- One Big Blue Dice

- Bucket Full of Colorful Dominoes

- We Make Learning Fun! Addition 0-12 Flash Cards

- We Make Learning Fun! Subtraction 0-12 Flash Cards

- We Make Learning Fun! Division 0-12 Flash Cards

- We Make Learning Fun! Multiplication 0-12 Flash Cards

- Yellow Learning Clock

- Media Materials Addition and Subtraction Flash Cards

- Media Materials Multiplication and Division Flash Cards

- Pop to Win Math Game (grade 1)

- Pop to Win Math Game (grade 2)

- Pop to Win Math Game (grade 3)

- Beginning Sounds Practice Cards (ages 5+)

- Place Value Tug of War

- Multiplication Tug of War

- Greater Gators

- Primary Place Value

- Division Tug of War

- Decimals Tug of War

- Really Good Tug of War Money

- Decimals, Fractions, and Percents Tug of War

- Tug of War Fractions

- Clock Manipulative

- Quizmo Multiplication and Division (educational bingo series ages 8+)

- Math and the Beanstalk Addition and Subtraction (grades 1-3)

- Math Facts Stamps Subtraction (ages 6+)

- Math Facts Stamps Addition (ages 6+)
Math Facts Stamps Division (ages 8+)
Measurement Bingo (ages 6+)
We Make Learning Fun! Fractions, Decimals, Percents Bingo (ages 10+)
We Make Learning Fun! Fractions, Decimals, Percents (ages 10+)
Time & Money Bingo Games
Multiplication and Division Bingo Games
Pizza Fraction Fun
Magic Board
Play Money Deluxe Set
Adjective Silly Circus Game Board (ages 6+)
Money Math Practice Cards For Magic Board (ages 5+)
Problem Solving Math Practice Cards For Magic Board (ages 6+)
Read the Clock Time/Board Game (ages 6+)
Making Cents Money Game/Board Game (ages 6+)
Fraction of the Pizza Game Board (ages 6+)

LANGUAGE:

Can Do! Reading Game (grades 2-3)
Can Do! Reading Game (grades 1-2)
I Have... Who Has...? (Word families, short vowel sounds, long vowel sounds, synonyms & antonyms grades 1-2)
I Have... Who Has...? (antonyms, homophones, synonyms, parts of speech grades 2-3)
I Have... Who Has...? (multiple meanings, analogies, synonyms & antonyms, parts of speech grades 3-4)
ABECEDARIAN (ABC’s ages 3+)
Crayons
Color pencils
Speed Grammar (3 fun fast-action grammar games! ages 8+)
CenterSolutions Language Arts Learning Games (synonyms & antonyms, vowel digraphs, punctuation, parts of speech grade 2)
Whisper Phones
ABC Cards
Creative Teaching Associates Fun With Language Arts Board Game (grades 3-8)
Creative Teaching Associates Language Detective Board Game (grades 4-12)
Remedia Publications Language Detective Board Game (spelling, punctuation, capitalization, word usage, language usage grades 4-12)
Learning Well Games/ Following Directions Board Game
Learning Well Games/ Cause & Effect Alpine Adventure Board Game
Vowel Sounds Practice Cards For the Magic Board (ages 5+)
Desk Top Parquetry Patterns with Dry Erase Marker
Sentence Building Construction Zone Game Board (ages 6+)
Race to Read! Board Game
Verb Volcano Board Game (ages 6+)
Cooking up Sentences! A Parts of Speech Game (ages 7+)
Go to Press! A Grammar Board Game (ages 7+)
Round Learning Palette
PLINKO Nonfiction Comprehension Game (grades 3-4)
PLINKO Nonfiction Comprehension Game (grades 1-2)
Smart Kids Syllabification (using prefixes and suffixes to learn about syllables ages 9+)
Nouns All Around Board Game (ages 6+)
We Make Learning Fun! Bingo Parts of Speech (ages 9+)
Bingo Sight Words (ages 5+)
Bingo Sight Words In a Flash (grades K-1)
• Middle Sound Puzzles (long vowels)
• Middle Sound Puzzles (short vowels)